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What is influence?
Working together to inspire good.
There’s not a brand out there that hasn’t heard about the
marketing importance of engaging influencers to help spread
company awareness, share product attributes, endorse brands
and—ultimately—sell more. Essentially, the idea of tapping into
influencers is to reach customers through other customers.
But here at New Hope Network, we recognize the value of
influencers for those reasons and so much more. The natural
products industry has always been called to a higher mission of
inspiring and spreading more health, disrupting the status quo,
challenging companies to do better and calling on each other
to view and conduct business as a force for good.
For some brands, the idea of influencer success is getting
thousands of “likes” on a social post. As thrilling as that modernday approval rating can be, those types of interactions don’t
truly drive change, inspire deeper thinking or motivate brands
and customers alike to take action and make the differences
our world needs now.
Today’s top influencers are educators, experts in their fields
and passionate advocates who bring their own missions
and values to life through content creation, daily interactions,
digital and in-person coaching and the art of storytelling.
They recognize the importance of authentic relationships
and the power of fueling a deeper purpose. Each of these
influencers is a commanding force on her or his own.
Together, we’re unstoppable.
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Green Machine
• climate advocates
• eco issues
• sustainability
• conscious consumerism
• less waste
• good food future

Kate Geagan, RD, America’s Green Nutritionist
Kate is an award-winning dietitian and nutrition pioneer
who has helped millions of eaters discover and fall in love
with foods that power a healthy life. She is the author of Go
Green, Get Lean: Trim Your Waistline with the Ultimate Low
Carbon Footprint Diet (Rodale), a columnist for Clean Eating
and a global thought leader in her field who is forging future
conversations around foods that are good for people and
our planet. She has shared her expertise and insights on
how these opportunities are rapidly reshaping everything
from healthcare to the grocery store with professional,
executive and consumer audiences worldwide.
Kate collaborates with forward-thinking companies and
organizations to transform the food system, empower
eaters and build a more sustainable future.
kategeagan.com
@greeneating
/Kate-Geagan-Americas-Green-Nutritionist
@kategeagan
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Nil Zacharias, One Green Planet

Constance Roark, RD, CMR Solutions

Nil is the co-founder of One Green Planet, the leading
independent media company focused on food sustainability.
He is also host of the weekly podcast, “#EatForThePlanet
with Nil Zacharias” and co-author of the upcoming book,
Eat For The Planet (Abrams Image, Spring 2018).
Nil believes empowering people to make planet-friendly
food choices as well as supporting innovation in the food
industry are the most tangible solutions we have to our
environmental and health crisis.

Constance is a registered dietitian nutritionist and president
and founder of CMR Solutions. She has spent the majority of
her career as a marketing professional, working for companies in
industries ranging from high-tech B2B, natural food CPGs and
food commodity boards to Fortune 500 companies and small
entrepreneurial brands. She has combined her experience as
a marketer and as a nutritionist to help companies deliver and
promote high-quality natural products and to empower
individuals with accurate and reliable nutrition information.
Constance has served on the board of directors for the
Colorado Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, is a speaker
for the Vegetarian Nutrition Speakers Bureau, and is part of
Sterling-Rice Group’s Culinary Council. Constance obtained
an MBA from the University of Colorado at Boulder Leeds
School of Business, and a Master of Science in Food Science
and Human Nutrition from Colorado State University.

OneGreenPlanet.org
@onegreenplanet; @nilzach
/onegreenplanet
/onegreenplanet
@onegreenplanet

cmrsolutionsllc.com
@ConstanceR_RDN
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Elise Museles, Kale and Chocolate

Paige Wolf, Spit That Out!

Elise is an attorney-turned-certified eating psychology
and nutrition expert. She’s a writer, speaker, teacher and
healthy lifestyle advocate, empowering people to stress
less about food and their bodies by helping them create
healthier, happier and ridiculously delicious food stories.
Elise receives an annual grant to lead workshops at the
National Institutes of Health, and she is an active member
on the Environmental Working Group Board of Directors.
Elise is the author of Whole Food Energy.

Paige is a publicist, author and advocate dedicated to
creating meaningful progressive change locally and globally.
Paige is the author of Spit That Out! The Overly Informed
Parent’s Guide to Raising Healthy Kids in the Age of
Environmental Guilt, and the owner of Paige Wolf Media
and Public Relations, a B Corporation Certified eco-friendly
PR firm focused on sustainable clientele. Paige regularly
appears on television as a green living expert and writes
about green living and parenting for several publications.

kaleandchocolate.com
@kalechocolate
/kaleandchocolate
@kaleandchocolate

spitthatoutthebook.com
@paigewolf
/spitthatout
/paigewolf
@paigewolf
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Erin Hendrickson, RD, The Minimalist RD

Wendy Cray Kaufman, ABCs & Garden Peas

Erin is a registered dietitian nutritionist who works with major
health care companies and corporations to develop a culture
of wellness, engaging and inspiring work communities to
be healthier, greener and more sustainable. Through her
creative space, MinimalistRD.com, Erin sorts through life’s
physical and mental clutter, while promoting sustainable
practices and responsible consumerism. Erin serves as
the Public Relations and Marketing Coordinator for a
renowned professional organization and volunteers as
an Urban Farm Leader for a local nonprofit organization.

Wendy was the kid who packed a pomegranate in her
lunchbox in the 80s, before the “foodie” movement really hit
its stride. Her favorite store was Incredible Edibles, and kohlrabi
with butter was her after-school snack of choice. A passion
for writing led Wendy to a degree in English Literature, and
her food interests have come in handy as a grocery retail
copywriter and, later, as a freelance marketing consultant
specializing in food marketing, food styling and recipe creation.
Wendy started blogging after the birth of her first child
in 2009. In addition to serving as a fun, creative outlet, the
main mission is to bring ideas and inspiration to today’s
busy, health-minded, eco-conscious parents.

MinimalistRD.com
@theminimalistrd
@theminimalistrd

abcsandgardenpeas.com
@WendyCrayK
/abcsandgardenpeas
/wendycrayk
@wendycrayk
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Katrina Staves, Just Label It/Organic Voices
Katrina is the campaign director for Organic Voices, a
non-profit umbrella organization for two separate campaigns
in the food space. The first, Just Label It, is a national campaign
fighting for strong implementation rules around the labeling
of genetically engineered foods in the U.S. The second, Only
Organic, is a campaign to highlight the benefits of organic
food and farming practices with the goal of clearing up
consumer confusion around the USDA organic seal.
justlabelit.org; onlyorganic.org
@justlabelit; @onlyorganic
/justlabelit; /OnlyOrganicGuarantees
/only_organic
@only_organicguarantees
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Plant Revolution
• plant-based lifestyle
• vegetarian
• vegan
• animal rights
• ethical products for
a better planet

Kim-Julie Hansen, Brussels Vegan
Kim-Julie is the face behind Brussels Vegan, Best of Vegan,
the Vegan Reset and the 7-Day Vegan Challenge. After
years of leading an unhealthy lifestyle, she became an
ethical vegan in 2011 and soon discovered the many health
benefits of a plant-based lifestyle. In 2013, she developed
a passion for raw foods and cooking with unprocessed
whole foods, which helped her heal from allergies, chronic
migraines, and other health issues.
Kim-Julie, who is based in New York City, is author of the
e-book The Practical Vegan. She started Brussels Vegan and
Best of Vegan to show people how easy and rewarding it
can be to lead a plant-based lifestyle, no matter how hard
it may seem in the beginning.
brusselsvegan.com; veganreset.com
@brusselsvegan
/kimjuliehansen
@brusselsvegan; @bestofvegan; @veganchallenge
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Jerrelle Guy, Chocolate for Basil

Jackie Day, My Vegan Journal

Award-winning food photographer plus tastemaker, recipe
developer and food stylist, Jerrelle has studied fine art since
the age of seven. She went on to get her BFA in illustration
from the Rhode Island School of Design. After graduating she
launched her blog, which has since been featured in Vogue,
Blavity, Buzzfeed, Food52 and more.
Jerrelle is earning her master’s degree in Gastronomy
from Boston University, and currently resides in Boston with
her vegetarian partner, Eric, while she freelances.

Jackie has been a vegan for nearly 30 years and recently
published her first book The Vegan Way: 21 Days to a Happier,
Healthier Plant-Based Lifestyle That Will Transform Your Home,
Your Diet And You (Macmillan, 2017). Hailed as a “mover and
shaker” by the American Public Health Association, Jackie made
national headlines for her innovative work in children’s health
policy after initiating the formation of Students for Public
Health Advocacy. She has been featured on the CBS Evening
News, CNN, NPR and TIME, and was the subject of the PBS
documentary, Tipping the Scales: An In-Depth Investigation
of the Childhood Obesity Epidemic.

chocolateforbasil.com
@chocolateforbasil

myveganjournal.com
@MyVeganJournal
/myveganjournal
/myveganjournal
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Jenna Davila, Live Pure

Nisha Vora, Rainbow Plant Life

Jenna is the founder of Live Pure, a health and wellness
brand that provides spiritual and health guidance through
a plant-based diet. Jenna is a professional photographer
and food blogger whose mission is to illuminate the vitality
of plant-based food and whose passion is spreading the
message of the healing power of nature, finding true joy,
the divine connection to Spirit through protecting and
treating all living beings with compassion.
Jenna advocates eating an organic, high-raw diet as
a catalyst for the elevation of health and spirituality.

Nisha is the director of content at Hungryroot, a vegan and
gluten-free food delivery startup. A graduate of Harvard
Law School, Nisha practiced corporate litigation and public
interest law before leaving the legal profession to pursue
her dream of a career in food.
Nisha became vegan in 2016 after binge watching
documentaries on factory farming, food sustainability and
animal abuse. In addition to her vegan food blog and vegan
social accounts, Nisha maintains the wellness and travel
blog LawsOfBliss.com

livepureblog.com
/livepurejenna
@livepurejenna

rainbowplantlife.com
@rainbowplantlife
RainbowPlantLife
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Berto Calkins, Tatted Vegan

Joanne Lee, The Korean Vegan

Berto was born and raised in New York City and graduated
magna cum laude from the City College of New York with
a BA in communications. It was while living in California
that he decided to go vegan after reading an article in
which famous producer and author Russel Simmons was
quoted saying it is not good karma to eat animals. Berto has
been vegan for three years.
Berto is an NASM-certified personal trainer who advocates
for animal rights through fitness and protests to end the
exploitation of animals through food and fashion.

Joanne is the creator and founder of The Korean Vegan, a
food blog documenting Joanne’s transition to a plant-based
diet, focusing on her attempts to “veganize” traditional
Korean cuisine. Many of the recipes she has modified were
handed down from her mother, who was born in North Korea.
Joanne has appeared on the Food Network’s popular
show “Cooks vs. Cons,” where she schooled the judges
and her competitors with her vegan takes on Korean food.
When she is not blogging, Joanne is a partner at a law firm
in Chicago, where she practices commercial litigation. She
is also a published poet and training for her first marathon.

tattedvegan.com
/Tattedvegan
@tattedvegan
Tatted Vegan

TheKoreanVegan.com
/theKoreanVegan
@the.Korean.Vegan
The Korean Vegan
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Jenna Blumenfeld, New Hope Network

Stephanie Williams-Johnson, Vegan, What?

Jenna is the senior food editor for New Hope Network,
where she explores burgeoning food and beverage products
and trends in the natural industry. Jenna is a vegetarian and
writes prolifically about food sustainability, food access and
the nitty-gritty ways in which conscious business can be a
force for good for newhope.com, Natural Foods Merchandiser
and Delicious Living. On her weekly gallery series “Unboxed,”
hosted on newhope.com, Jenna reviews new and innovative
natural products before they hit store shelves.

Stephanie is an actress and vegan social media
influencer, born and raised in sunny California. She’s
a proud vegan foodie of six years, and runs a healthy
vegan lifestyle blog called Vegan, What? Her mission
is to simplify veganism for the everyday person, so
they can live longer and healthier.
Stephanie actively pursues this mission of spreading
advocacy for plant-based eating through social media
platforms, ebooks, apparel and meal plan services.

newhope.com
@newhope360; @JennaBlumenfeld
/newhope360
@newhopenetwork

veganwhat.org
@veganwhat
/VeganWhat
@veganwhat
Vegan, What?
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Nzingah Oniwosan, Yes Baby I Like It Raw

Katie Higgins, Chocolate Covered Katie

Nzingah is a certified raw vegan chef, yoga instructor and
and holistic lifestyle food blogger. Her goal is to help people
take charge of their health through nutritional therapy,
yoga, meditation and healing arts. She credits yoga and a
plant-based diet for healing her autoimmune disorder.
Nzingah is passionate about working with children and adults
with disabilities to promote healing through the fusion of medicine
and African and Haitian folklore dance and visual arts classes.
She recently published an online vegan cookbook and has
been featured in Essence, The Miami Herald and more.

Katie is the photographer, baker and author of Chocolate
Covered Katie, one of the most-visited vegan food blogs
in the country, with up to 5 million page views per month.
She has been featured on The Today Show, CNN, FOX,
Dr. Oz, huffingtonpost.com and ABC News.
Katie has authored two cookbooks and has been called
“the queen of healthy desserts” by Glamour. Her favorite
food is chocolate, and she believes in eating dessert every
single day.

yesbabyilikeitraw.com
@YesILikeItRaw
/yesbabyilikeitraw
@yesbabyilikeitraw

chocolatecoveredkatie.com
@choccoveredkt
/chocolatecoveredkatie
/choccoveredkt
@chocolatecoveredkatie
Chocolate Covered Katie
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Mission Mavens
• advocacy
• healthy food access
• organic
• mission-driven and
values-based business
• cleaner food options
• transparency

Rachel Begun, RD, Eat Better Food
Rachel is a nationally-recognized dietitian and certified
natural chef who believes “nutrition is as personal as a
fingerprint,”meaning we each have our own unique health
fingerprint and, therefore, our own unique health solutions.
She partners with companies and organizations to help
them be a part of the solution to creating a healthier and
more sustainable food environment.
Rachel educates the public and industry thought leaders
and stakeholders through public speaking, spokesperson work
and private consulting. Rachel has conducted 1,000+
interviews to provide nutrition expertise to top media outlets,
and she is a contributing editor to Food Management and
Supermarket News magazines.
rachelbegun.com
@RachelBegunRD
/rachel.begun
/rachelbegun
@rachelbegunrd
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Michelle Smith, The Whole Smiths

Cynthia Barstow, Protect Our Breasts

Michelle is the author behind the clean eating family food
blog the Whole Smiths where she conveys her mission that
clean eating shouldn’t feel pretentious, but it should be
accessible and fun for everybody. Michelle is passionate
about creating healthy dishes the entire family will enjoy.
When she’s not tinkering around in the kitchen she enjoys
hiking, yoga and live music. She resides in the San Francisco
Bay area with her husband and two young daughters.

Cynthia is the founder and executive director of Protect Our
Breasts, a peer-to-peer communications project dedicated
to educating about chemicals of concern in products and
packaging for a safer marketplace. The business school-based
organization is run by an executive board of college-aged
students on campus chapters throughout the northeast.
Cynthia teaches sustainability marketing, sustainable
product innovation (biomimicry and green chemistry)
and marketing fundamentals for the Isenberg School of
Management at UMass Amherst. She is the president of
Seed to Shelf: Marketing for Sustainability, a marketing
consulting firm for the natural and organic industry.

thewholesmiths.com
@theWholeSmiths
/thewholesmiths
/thewholesmiths
@thewholesmiths

protectourbreasts.org
@ProtectBreasts
/ProtectOurBreasts
@protectourbreasts
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Haile Thomas, Plant-Powered Haile

Robyn O’Brien, Food’s “Erin Brockovich”

Haile is a 16-year-old, youth health activist, vegan chef,
speaker, social entrepreneur and the country’s youngest
certified health coach. She is also the co-founder and CEO
of the HAPPY (Healthy Active Positive Purposeful Youth)
Organization, established in 2012 to address the need for
free and low-cost plant-based nutrition and culinary
education for young people, particularly those in underserved
and at-risk communities.

Robyn is a former financial analyst who triggered an allergic
reaction in the food industry when she asked the question:
“Are we allergic to food or what’s been done to it?” She has
helped lead a food awakening among consumers, corporations
and politicians. Food companies responding to Robyn’s
work include Kraft, Coca Cola, Burger King, Chipotle, Nestle
and Target. She sheds light on how the changing landscape
of food and health are impacting the food industry and our
economy. Robyn is the the author of “The Unhealthy Truth”
and the founder of the AllergyKids Foundation whose mission
is to make clean and safe food affordable to all Americans.

hailevthomas.com
/hailevthomas
@hailethomas
Plant-Powered Haile

robynobrien.com
@RobynOBrienUSA
/robynobrienUSA
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Andrea Donsky, Naturally Savvy

Annalea Krebs, Social Nature

Andrea is an author, pioneer and visionary in the natural health
industry. She has combined her expertise as a registered holistic
nutritionist and an entrepreneur to educate the public on living
an organic, non-GMO lifestyle. Andrea inspires people to make
enlightened healthy choices through her businesses, writing,
videos and media appearances.
Andrea founded Naturally Savvy Media Inc. in 2007, a site
with unique content dedicated to holistic healthy living. She cohosts Naturally Savvy Radio live on RadioMD and has appeared
as a healthy living expert on TV and radio across North America.

Known as the “Queen of Green,” Annalea is CEO of influencer
marketing company, Social Nature, which harnesses the
power of millennial influence to inspire people to #trynatural
products. Social Nature is now one of the largest communities
of millennials that brands can tap into for authentic wordof-mouth marketing. Annalea attributes her success to both
an intuitive understanding of millennials (she is one) and
almost a decade of natural product marketing experience.
Annalea was recently selected by Entrepreneur as one of
the top ‘25 Inspiring Entrepreneurs Under 40 Who Are Creating
the Next Big Thing,’ as well as by Conscious Company as
one of ‘19 Social Entrepreneurs to Watch in 2017.’

naturallysavvy.com
@naturallysavvy
/NaturallySavvy
/naturallysavvy
Andrea Donsky

socialnature.com
@socialnature; @AnnaleaKrebs
@socialnature
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Julianne Hall, Hashtag Vegan

Mitzi Dulan, RD, America’s Nutrition Expert

Julianne is a certified holistic health coach and professional
enthusiast of all things vegan. Her mission is to share easy,
farm-fresh recipes and introduce new cruelty-free products
in food and beauty to her network.
Julianne can often be found slinging veggies at her local
farmers market, sipping on a superfood smoothie or cooking
up a vegan feast for her friends and family on Long Island.

Mitzi is a registered dietitian, board certified sports nutritionist
and nationally recognized nutrition and fitness expert who
has inspired millions to lose weight and get fit. She is an
author, Pinterest influencer and sought after trusted source
who has been seen on LIVE! With Kelly & Michael, The Dr. Oz
Show, CNN, FOX News and more. Mitzi authored The Pinterest
Diet: How to Pin Your Way Thin and co-authored The All-Pro
Diet with NFL future Hall-of-Famer Tony Gonzalez. She recently
launched her own food start-up, simplyFUEL Protein Balls.

hashtagvegan.com
@hashtag_vegan
/hashtagvegan
/hashtagvegan
@hashtagvegan

nutritionexpert.com
@NutritionExpert
/nutritionexpert
@nutritionexpert
Mitzi Dulan
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Healthy Families
• power in parenting
• allergen-friendly
products
• family values
and wellness
• kids’ nutrition
and healthy schools

Leah Segedie, Mamavation
Leah is the founder of the Mamavation community and
ShiftCon Social Media Conference, a food activist and
social media consultant. Leah is a passionate family and food
advocate and organizes trending Twitter parties to educate
about issues impacting public health. She organizes blogging
efforts through her network and hosts the ShiftCon conference
where green and wellness bloggers gather annually.
Leah has been recognized as “Mom of the Year” by Shape
magazine, the “4th most Influential Mom Blogger” by Cision
Media, and “Top 10 Woman Changing School Nutrition” by
Smart Snacks in School. Her work has been featured on CNN,
ABC, NBC, The O’Reilly Factor, The Talk, Yahoo!, Fitness magazine,
Women’s Day, huffingtonpost.com, Fitness RX and more.
mamavation.com and shiftconmedia.com
@bookieboo; Mamavation; ShiftConMedia
/mamavation
/mamavation
@mamavation; @shiftcon
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Kiran Smith, 100 Days of Real Food

Carolina King, Mama Instincts

Kiran has worked with Lisa Leake of 100daysofrealfood.com
for more than five years, creating engaging campaigns that
are equally interesting and pleasing to readers and brands
alike. The site appeals to those who are new to cutting out
processed foods and healthy eating, as well as real food
veterans. Kiran brings more than 13 years of experience in
the advertising and marketing fields to the brand and has
helped build many long-term successful partnerships.

Carolina is an entrepreneur turned stay-at-home mom
of two girls. She blogs about gentle parenting practices,
green living, natural and organic products, motherhood
and fun kids’ activities for her network of more than
200,000 parents. Carolina is a regular TV contributor
in Washington D.C., where she lives.

100daysofrealfood.com
@100daysrealfood
/100daysofrealfood
/leake100days
@100daysofrealfood

mamainstincts.com
@mamainstincts
/mamainstincts
/mamainstincts
@mamainstincts
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Melissa Garcia, Consumer Queen

Nicky Omohundro, Little Family Adventure

Melissa blogs professionally, covering the topics of food,
family, natural and organic living, farmhouse living, travel,
fashion and beauty. Her work has been featured on the
Today Show, ABCNews.com, Oprah Radio, Wall Street Journal,
Ladies Home Journal and more. Melissa hosts giveaway
opportunities on her blog as well as sponsored posts and
videos. In working for her brand, she has interviewed Angelina
Jolie, Gweneth Paltrow, Fergie and other celebrities.

Nicky is a family lifestyle writer and social media influencer
who is adamant that “No Child Should Be Left Inside”. She
founded her blog to inspire families to get outdoors together,
eat healthy and find their own adventures. She regularly
illustrates how families can be healthy at home, when
camping and while on the road.
Nicky co-leads her local Oklahoma City Travel Massive
Chapter and freelances for regional food and travel websites.

consumerqueen.com
@ConsumerQueen
/ConsumerQueen
/consumerqueen
theconsumerqueen

littlefamilyadventure.com
@lilfamadventure
/ourlittlefamilyadventure
/lilfamadventure
@lilfamadventure
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Christy Emanuel, Stained with Style

Micaela Preston, Mindful Momma

Christy is a self-proclaimed glam/crunchy mom who
lives outside of Washington, D.C. She blogs about her
family’s travel exploits, the foibles of being an autism
mom, whining and wine(ing). Her work has been featured
on huffingtonpost.com.

Micaela’s brand has come to be known for well-researched
information, natural and nontoxic product recommendations,
healthy recipes and DIY ideas delivered with a practical,
nonjudgmental attitude. She understands that healthy living
is not about perfection, but rather a journey that is different
for every person. Her goal is to teach readers how to read
labels and ask the questions that lead to better consumer
choices. She is always on the hunt for healthy foods,
eco-friendly products, and safer beauty and cleaning supplies.
Micaela is a Minneapolist-based published author, marketing
consultant and freelance writer.

www.stainedwithstyle.com
@stainedwstyle
/stainedwithstyle
@stainedwithstyle
@stainedwithstyleblog

mindfulmomma.com
@MindfulMomma
/MindfulMomma
/mindfulmomma
@mindfulmomma
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Rozelyn DeSagun, The Frugalista Mom

Sara LaFountain, Cook With 5 Kids

Rozelyn is a writer and a mom of four whose passion is to help
those managing with food allergies thrive by sharing her
family’s experiences. On her blog, she covers topics from gluten
free, allergy friendly recipes and products, to ways to cope
with feeding kids special or restricted diets. She holds degrees
in business, marketing management and psychology.

Sara has a passion for raising healthy kids, including her
own four sons and one girl. She has two education degrees
from Boston University and has held jobs in the familyfocused roles of preschool and kindergarten teacher,
nanny, caterer, school lunch provider and office manager.
Sara shares her passion for healthy family foods with
her network of followers and in the lunchroom at her
current school where she loves to get kids excited about
trying new fruits, vegetables and meatless meals.

thefrugalistamom.com
@TFrugalistaMOM
/AllergyFriendlyHome
/TFrugalistaMom
@thefrugalistamom

cookwith5kids.com
@cookwith5kids
/cookwith5kids
/cookwith5kids
@cookwith5kids
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Ashley Saunders, Teachable Mommy
Ashley is a blogger and mom of two living in Northern Virginia.
Her brand, Teachable Mommy, has evolved from her sharing
her mom wins and fails to a place where readers can learn
more about parenting, travel tips, entertainment news, party
planning, healthy living and more.
Ashley also works as the social media manager for
Mamavation, a leading health and wellness parenting website,
and ShiftCon, an eco-wellness influencer conference.
teachablemommy.com
@ThatAshleyErin
/teachablemommy
/teachablemommy
@ashleyinpink
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CLEAN LIVING

Clean Living
• calling on brands
to do better
• simple, whole-food
formulations
• natural care for
homes and pets
• natural beauty and
personal care

Davida Kugelmass, The Healthy Maven
Davida is the creator behind The Healthy Maven, a
multi-channel health and wellness platform dedicated
to making healthy living easier and sustainable.
Davida’s content is diverse, ranging from recipes, to
travel to self-care with a focus on how to live healthfully,
rather than living for your health. When Davida isn’t in the
kitchen, she is travelling, hiking with her puppy or trying
out local restaurants in her home city of San Francisco.
thehealthymaven.com
@TheHealthyMaven
/TheHealthyMaven
/TheHealthyMaven
@thehealthymaven
The Healthy Maven
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Brittany Mullins, Eating Bird Food

Tiffany Stuart, It’s Me, Lady G

Brittany is a health coach, certified personal trainer and
author living in Richmond, Virginia. On her webite, Brittany
shares recipes, workouts, wellness articles, travel adventures
and more. She focuses on living a balanced life through
healthy habits over dieting. Rather than promoting a specific
diet, she strives to share real-food, plant-focused meals
that are not only nutritious, but also delicious and satisfying.

Tiffany is a native Brooklynite and mom. Her brand “It’s Me,
Lady G” originally came from a nickname she was given
based on her love of Harry Potter (“G” for Gryffindor).
But as she came into her own, the “G” starting taking on new
meanings, such as Lady “Green Living,” Lady “Good Eating,”
and Lady “Get Up and Go.” Tiffany is currently pursuing her
wellness education by studying integrative nutrition and health
coaching. With a BBA and experience in marketing and sales,
Tiffany has been called on by several companies for brand
consultantion to increase web presence, clarify purpose,
marketability and affordable social media strategies.

eatingbirdfood.com
@EatingBirdFood
/eatingbirdfood
/eatingbirdfood
@eatingbirdfood
Brittany Mullins

itsmeladyg.com
@itsmeladygnyc
/itsmeladyg
/itsmeladyg
itsmeladyg
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Tracey Grant, RD, Whole Daily Life

Megan Faletra, RD, The Well Essentials

Tracey is a registered dietitian who is passionate about
real-food nutrition and healthy, natural living. Specializing
in food sensitivities, autoimmunity and digestive concerns
(having healed from those condition herself), Tracey uses
nutrient-dense, clean-label foods to encourage wellness
that is approachable and attainable. She says, “Leave me
at a natural products store and I’ll happily wander the aisles
for hours.” Tracey eats nut butter straight from the jar and
she would never be caught without a snack in her bag.

Megan is a registered dietitian, nationally recognized nutrition
expert and global health consultant. She is devoted to inspiring
others to create a sustainably healthy lifestyle by rethinking
their relationship with food and consumption.
Megan has a Master of Science in Nutrition from Tufts
University Friedman School of Nutrition and a Master of Global
Public Health from Tufts University School of Medicine. She
received her clinical nutrition training through Brigham and
Women’s Harvard Affiliated Teaching Hospital. She is a dualItalian citizen and global traveler committed to sharing her
passion for sustainable, healthy and clean living with the world.

wholedailylife.com
@wholedailylife

thewellessentials.com
@well_essentials
/thewellessentials
/well_essentials
@thewellessentials
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CLEAN LIVING

Nadia Neumann, Body Unburdened

Rebecca Davis, Well+Good

Nadia is a certified nutritional therapy practitioner and
author of Glow: The Nutritional Approach to Naturally
Gorgeous Skin and The Home Detox Guide. She believes
the greatest investment you will ever make is in your
health—because when you feel great, you can live life to
the fullest. An unabashed chocoholic and natural skincare
junkie, Nadia has helped clients around the globe, as well
as millions of readers take a holistic approach to health
rooted in real food and non-toxic living.

Rebecca is an award-winning editorial, digital and brand
strategist with expertise in wellness and millennial trends.
Over her career, she’s worked with companies to launch,
grow and evolve their content and creative marketing
footprint, most recently as Well+Good’s deputy editor.
Rebecca previously worked at Elle, Nylon and Urban
Outfitters, and her writing has appeared in both the print
and digital editions of New York Magazine, T: The New York
Times Style Magazine, Glamour, Details and more.

bodyunburdened.com
/BodyUnburdened
/bodyunburdened
@bodyunburdened

wellandgood.com
@iamwellandgood; @RebeccaWD
@iamwellandgood; @rebeccawdavis
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Edie Horstman, Wellness with Edie

Jessica Rubino, New Hope Network

Edie is a health and wellness advocate, blogger and
impending integrative health coach living in Denver,
Colorado. Edie’s mission is to encourage simple, nourishing
food choices and promote eating intuitively. She advocates
daily for living a holistic, well-rounded lifestyle.

Jessica is the content marketing director at New Hope
Network where she works with brands and influencers
to share the inspiring stories transforming the food,
supplements and personal care industries. She is in constant
pursuit of the freshest health and beauty products—and is
equally fond of exploring mountain towns and bustling cities
in search of the next delicious local meal and innovative
natural company. Jessica is a firm believer that access to
affordable natural products should be a right not a privilege,
and that the only way to make a pie is from scratch.

wellnesswithedie.com
@wellness_edie
/wellnesswithedie
/ediehelen
@wellnesswithedie

newhope.com
@newhope360; @Jessica_Rubino
/newhope360
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Brittany Risher, freelance journalist

Rachel Mansfield, RachL Mansfield

Brittany is a writer, editor and project manager with more
than a decade of experience. Her clients include Men’s
Health, SELF, Beachbody, My Fitness Pal, Performance
Health and other health and wellness publications and
brands. To stay sane from working so much, she turns to
yoga, cooking, strength training, meditation and scotch.

Rachel is the recipe developer, food stylist, and health and
wellness blogger. She has a passion for creating delicious
recipes made with real ingredients for everyone to enjoy.
Many of her recipes are gluten-free, grain-free, dairy-free,
refined sugar-free and can be easily modified for any diet
and lifestyle.

brittanyrisher.com
@brittany_risher
@brittany_rish

rachlmansfield.com
@rachLmansfield
/rachLmansfield
/rachLmansfield
@rachlmansfield
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FIT FOODIES

Fit Foodies
• wellness through fitness
• supplements
• lifestyle balance
• paleo
• ancient wisdom
• energy-based nutrition

George Bryant, Civilized Caveman Cooking
George is a professional husband and bonus dad. Growing
from his personal history of loss, challenge, abuse and
trauma as a result of his career with the Marines, George
has developed and polished mental and lifestyle hacks that
have allowed him to coexist with the human experience.
A New York Times best-selling author of The Paleo Kitchen,
George brings his massive mindset game to the world of food
by training others to connect with the emotions that form
the foundation of their relationships with food and people.
He loves spending time with his family, taking ice baths and
using giant whiteboards to map out solutions that make a
difference in the world.
civilizedcavemancooking.com
/CivilizedCaveman
/cavemanpins
@civilizedcaveman
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Erin Alvarez, The Almond Eater

Dana Monsees, Real Food with Dana

Erin is a freelance photographer, food stylist and blogger.
She loves to share wholesome, mostly quick recipes
and enjoys the creative process that goes into creating
beautiful content. When she’s not working, there’s a very
good chance she’s sipping iced coffee or cuddling with
her dog (or both!).

Dana is a nutritionist, integrative health coach and blogger
who shares paleo-inspired recipes and nutrition tips to
teach readers how to heal and thrive with real food. Because
life’s too short to eat boring, tasteless food, Dana is dedicated
to helping women discover health and happiness in their
own skin with nourishing and delicious food and sustainable
lifestyle changes. She works with many different kinds of
clients, from athletes trying to improve their performance,
to those with chronic health conditions and dietary restrictions,
as well as people who just want feel their best.

thealmondeater.com
@TheAlmondEater
/TheAlmondEater
/thealmondeater
@thealmondeater

realfoodwithdana.com
/realfoodwithdana
@realfoodwithdana
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Erica Agran, Erica Finds

Tina Gowin Carlucci, RD, Gowin Nutrition

Erica is a full-time IT professional in nutrition software and
part-time blogger. Erica’s lifestyle blog focuses on health,
fitness and travel, and she loves to try and share favorite
new health and wellness products and trends. Erica is a
Chicago-based ambassador for A Sweat Life, Fitfluential,
Sweat Pink and other natural brands.
Erica has been running marathons and road races for
over 20 years and has lifetime entry to the NYC Marathon
and will run her 18th this fall.

Tina is a registered dietitian nutritionist and certified personal
trainer. Though she is a leafy green lover and avid runner,
Tina believes there’s more to health than kale and marathons
and that while food provides fuel, it should also feed your
soul and tickle your taste buds. Her blog features recipes,
sports nutrition tips, product and book reviews and more.
Previously serving as the senior nutrition editor and editorial
director for Joy Bauer, the health and nutrition expert on
NBC’s Today Show, Tina has a wealth of experience in all
aspects of media including social, print and television. Prior
to working in nutrition communications, Tina was the corporate
wellness dietitian for Emblem Health in New York City.

ericafinds.com
@EAgran
/ericafinds
/Erica_agran
@ericaagran

gowinnutrition.com
@GoWinNutrition
/GoWinNutrition
@gowinnutrition
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Marissa Vicario, mwah!
Marissa is an award-winning integrative nutrition health coach,
author of Your Holistically Hot Transformation: Embrace a
Healthy Lifestyle Free of Dieting, Confusion and Self-Judgment
and certified barre instructor at The Bar Method. She is a
sought-after speaker on health and wellness and has spoken
at Google, ASOS, Pfizer, The New York Junior League and
The New York Public Library. Marissa has been featured as
a wellness expert by Dr. Oz, Glamour, Entrepreneur, amNY,
Fab Fit Fun, eHow, Shape.com, Yahoo! Health and more.
mwahonline.com
@MarissaVicario
/MarissasWellbeingandHealth
/marissavicario
@marissavicario
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HEALING
WITH FOOD

Healing with Food
• finding wellness
through special diets
• condition-specific
nutrition
• mindful eating
• gut health and
autoimmunity
• food safety

Beth Manos Brickey, Tasty Yummies
Beth is a nutritional therapy practitioner and the face and
force behind Tasty Yummies, a top lifestyle destination for
readers with a wide range of dietary challenges who want
to feel good, take control of their homes, lives and diets.
Bringing personal experience, knowledge, empathy and
humor to the goal of living and eating well with intolerances
and allergies, Beth is a firm believer in the power of foods
that heal and empowering readers and clients to make
their best personal choices. An adventurer and certified
yoga instructor, Beth is the best kind of teacher, one who
inspires you, and then shows you how.
tasty-yummies.com
@TastyYummies
/TastyYummies
/tastyyummies
@tastyyummies
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HEALING
WITH FOOD

Kristen Boehmer, Living Loving Paleo

Erica Dermer, Celiac and the Beast

Kristen is a true believer that food can be a powerful medicine.
She was diagnosed with Crohn’s Disease at the age of 12,
and—after years of living her life severely ill—she took back
control of her own health and completely transformed her
life by changing her diet and lifestyle. She works to inspire
others to make healthy changes. Kristen is passionate about
the power of a positive mindset, real food nutrition and fitness.

Erica started her website because she felt like she had a new
and humorous voice to bring to the gluten-free table, and
desperately needed some celiac catharsis through writing.
With a background in market research and development
(including the food and beverage industry), she’s always
had a soft spot in her heart for packaged goods, marketing
and branding in the special diets industry. It also helps that
she’s a self-proclaimed terrible cook, so she relies on many
gluten-free products to help her get through her day without
burning down the kitchen. She uses humor to get through her
diagnosis and living gluten-free in a world full of wheat.

livinglovingpaleo.com
@livelovepaleo
/livinglovingpaleo
/LovingPaleo
@livinglovingpaleo

celiacandthebeast.com
@CeliacBeast
/CeliacAndTheBeast
/CeliacBeast
@celiacandthebeast
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WITH FOOD

Cindy Gordon, Vegetarian Mamma

Lisa Hayim, RD, The Well Necessities

On her blog, Cindy shares her family-friendly recipes that
are gluten-free, nut-free and vegetarian—plus easy and inviting
to boot! In addition to recipes, Cindy shares her experiences
traveling while living gluten-free and with food allergies, as
well as kitchen and home products that could enhance the
lives of her readers. Cindy focuses on simple living, easy-tofind natural ingredients for recipes and overall mindfullness.

Lisa is a registered dietitian, mindful eating expert and wellness
blogger. In the initial months of launching her private practice
nutrition counseling business, Lisa realized there was a gap
between the great products on the market and her clients.
She created TWN Collection to bridge the gap.
TWN collection is a seasonal subscription swag bag filled
with all the best healthy snacks, new products and wellness
essentials on the market. When Lisa is not working with her
clients, blogging or sourcing products, you can find her
enjoying the best plant-based eats in New York City.

vegetarianmamma.com
@VegetarianMamma
/vegetarianmamma
/vegetarianmamma
@vegetarianmamma
Cindy Gordon

thewellnecessities.com
@LisaHayimRD
/thewellnecessities
@thewellnecessities
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WITH FOOD

Jasmine Galimov, Berry Fitt

Krysten Dornik, Krysten’s Kitchen

Jasmine is a holistic health and wellness advocate living
in Portland. She is a soon-to-be holistic nutritionist and is
nearing completion of her masters degree in clinical nutrition.
Jasmine is passionate about using food as medicine and
helping others cultivate a healthy, sustainable life through
her Instagram page and #EatTheRainbow advocacy.

Krysten launched her blog in 2015, specializing in
allergen-friendly recipes and emphasizing whole foods
that are organic, healthy and satisfying. Her mission is to
share her years of personal research investigating healthy
alternatives for those who suffer from food allergies, as well
as the companies that make great-tasting, allergen-friendly
foods. After learning that she is allergic to sugar and yeast,
Krysten has a new drive to learn more about the companies
and foods that are acceptable for her and her readers.

@berryfitt

krystenskitchen.com
@KrystensKitchen
/KrystensKitchen
/krystenskitchen
@krystenskitchen
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Elle Queen, Cotter Crunch

Jules Shepard, gf Jules

Elle is a social media and digital marketing specialist who
has worked in the food industry for the last five years. She
has led the influencer marketing efforts for brands such as
Cascadian Farm and Udi’s Gluten Free. Elle currently works
with influencers to provide the connections and negotiation
skills to form long-lasting, mutually beneficial relationships.
Elle lives in Denver, Colorado with her husband and two
dogs and enjoys traveling, cooking, searching for the best
kombucha on tap and experiencing outdoor adventures.

Jules has authored three gluten-free books, including The
First Year: Celiac Disease and Living Gluten Free. She started
her own company with a mission to produce compromise-free
gluten-free baking mixes and flour. In 2011, Jules co-founded
1in133.org and helped erect an 11-foot, one-ton gluten-free
cake in Washington, DC to get the FDA’s attention.
Jules continues her advocacy by exposing dangerous
practices in manufacturing and the restaurant industry, and
promotes awareness around safe gluten-free products.
Jules hosts The Gluten Free Voice podcast, and her gfJules
All Purpose Flour was voted #1 Certified Gluten Free Flour
two years in a row at the 2016 and 2017 Gluten Free Awards.

cottercrunch.com
@cottercrunch
@cottercrunch

gfJules.com
@THEgfJules
/gfJules
/gfJules
@gfjules
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Jessie Shafer, RD, Delicious Living
Jessie is a registered dietitian nutritionist and editor-in-chief
of Delicious Living, New Hope Network’s consumer-facing
brand that promotes healthy living through education distributed
at natural product retailers nationwide and Delicious Living’s
own channels. Jessie has written health content for numerous
publications and websites, including Better Homes & Gardens,
Diabetic Living, Clean Eating, Oxygen, Fitness and VeloPress.
Jessie helped launch the New Hope Blogger Co-op, a content
sharing program and network of 300+ natural enthusiasts
and health influencers, and she is the host and program lead
of New Hope Network’s inaugural Influencer Summit this year.
deliciousliving.com
@deliciousliving; @DLJessie
/deliciouslivingmag
/deliciousliving
@deliciouslivingmag
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